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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the purpose of the IBM Support Assistant tool?
A. It gathers log files, configuration information, and version
information.
B. It provides an optional cleanup step if any of the portal
server-generated workspace queries must be deleted.
C. It gives information about the health of the managed
systems, situations, and environment configuration.
D. It installs product-specific data collectors for agents to
assist in troubleshooting.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A.
B.
C.
D.
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Option
Option
Option
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
The following is the description of the list-stacks command
Returns the summary information for stacks whose status matches
the specified StackStatusFilter. Summary information for stacks
that have been deleted is kept for 90 days after the stack is
deleted. If no stack-status-filter is specified, summary
information for all stacks is returned (including existing
stacks and stacks that have been deleted).
For more information on the list-stacks command please visit
the below link
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/cloudformation/
list-stacks.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are designing a class for an application.
You need to restrict the availability of the member variable
accessCount to the base class and to any classes that are
derived from the base class.
Which access modifier should you use?
A. Internal
B. Public
C. Protected
D. Private
Answer: D
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